+ A NEW FENCE WILL GRAY WITHIN 6 MONTHS!
Staining is the best line of defense in keeping your fence healthy and looking great for years to come! Not Only does stain
make your yard look complete but in some cases can triple the life span of your fence. Ask us how we can make your fence
last longer and look better than ever for a fraction of the cost to replace it.
(FACT) GRAY IS NOT A COLOR, IT’S A SIGN OF DETERIATION.

(Protect your Investment with Stain)

Cedar Fence Before our Treatment
This is a perfect example of a 1 to 3 year old fence. If there is gray present in the
fence it is imperative that we clean the fence before staining to ensure proper color
and penetration of the oil into the wood.

What sets us apart from other fence cleaning companies?
We DO NOT Pressure wash. Pressure washing is harmful to the fence and only
pushes the mold and mildew and injects water into the fence. Our process uses only
40 psi while killing the mold and mildew. Our process does not harm the fence or
plants leaving your fence clean like a new canvas ready for stain.

Cedar Fence After our Treatment
In case you didn’t realize it, this is the same fence as above without the nasty gray.
The entire process from clean to stain takes a total of 2 days and occasionally 1 day
depending on your fence. Now that this fence is protected from the elements all that
is left is for the homeowner to enjoy its beauty for years to come.

What sets us apart from other fence Staining companies?
Product, Service, Expertise! Our stain is the best on the market. We use a commercial
grade stain with an unbeatable 3 YR warranty against fading. Our installers are
highly trained and are the best at what they do. After all, this is all we do!
A Beautiful Pool with a Not So beautiful fence.

LOOK FAMILIAR?

Many of us spend thousands of dollars on our quest to beautify our home from the
inside out while neglecting to understand the impact a beautiful fence can make on
the appearance of our home and yard. Not to mention, the money we will save over
the years from not having to replace the fence by simply taking the necessary steps to
protect and preserve the fence today.
Our stain has fungicides added to help fight against the mold and mildew
returning to your fence.

Give your backyard new life by having us treat your fence today!
5 Reason Why you should choose to stain your fence.
1.

Prolongs the life of your fence potentially saving you thousands of dollars

2.

3 - Year Warranty against any inconsistencies in the stain or fading.

3.

Premium UV inhibitors to protects against the suns rays.

4.

Our stain has fungicides built in to help protect against mold and mildew.

5.

It makes your home, yard, and landscaping look AMAZING!

CALL US TODAY FOR A FREE ESTIMATE!

(YOUR COMPANY PHONE #)

Protect,
Restore,
Beautify!
Let us make your woodfencing look amazing for
years to come.

YOUR COMPANY NAME
PHONE NUMBER
YOUR COMPANY WEBSITE.COM
Ask us how to get a free estimate. Call US NOW!
YOUR PHONE NUMBER HERE
Mention Promo Code FK20113 for a 5% Discount!

